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Abstract

During the past 20 years, postcolonial approaches have emerged to explain the distribution and local adaptation of science,
technology, and medicine around the world. Such studies contest European and North American hegemony in science,
situating and thereby dismantling global or universal claims. Critical postcolonial analysis should be distinguished from
anodyne talk of ‘global flows’ and from actor-network theory, which avoids discussion of power differences and structural
inequalities. This article explains the origins of postcolonial science studies, describes their various forms and functions, and
suggests future elaboration of this sort of critique.

Postcolonial Science Studies

Since the late 1980s, some postcolonial attitudes, or at least
postcolonial premises, have slowly worked their way into
science and technology studies, though their presence often is
hidden or even denied. Studies that contest European and
North American hegemony in science, situating and thereby
dismantling global or universal claims, represent what might
be called the postcolonial turn. Recognition of creditable
knowledge making beyond North Atlantic shores constitutes
a postcolonial approach. So too does the emphasis on
hybridity, heterogeneity, and indeterminacy in what once
appeared to be sovereign, uncontaminated categories. A post-
colonial orientation directs attention to the complexities of
relations in any contact zone. It re-examines the terrain that
empire has tilled across the world, showing that dominance is
never absolute – that imperial or authoritative knowledge,
despite colonial fantasy and amour propre, must always adapt
to local conditions, mix with other traditions, and incorporate
difference. In this sense, the argument that we have never truly
been modern (Latour, 1993) is implicitly postcolonial. Thus an
analysis that deconstructs imperial binaries such as nature–
culture, modern–traditional, global–local builds on a post-
colonial, or decolonizing, platform. Even if explicit recourse to
postcolonial theory remains rare in science and technology
studies, a postcolonial sensibility has infiltrated its critical
scholarship.

‘Postcolonial,’ however, is a tricky word. It can signify
a simple temporal distinction –what comes after the colonial –
or a complicated analytic framework. Even more confusing,
postcolonial analysis implies the opposite of postcolonial
temporality, as it suggests the persistence of the complexly
refigured colonial: that the colonial as a sort of contact zone, or
place where differences meet, is always, and everywhere, with
us. In this sense, the ‘colonial’ now needs to be deconstructed
as a site of contestation, difference, and unstable hybridity –

not the old colonial wish fulfillment of dominance and
submission, of polar opposites. The inability to distinguish the
temporal (and perhaps meretricious) postcolonial from the
critical, wide-ranging analytic postcolonial leads to perplexity
and bafflement even among experienced scholars (not to
mention copy editors with an aversion to hyphens). Perhaps
we should substitute ‘postindependence,’ or ‘decolonized,’ or

‘national,’ for the temporal postcolonial. But while this may
allay confusion, it would be regrettable if critical postcolonial
analysis were to sever some of its historical ties, attenuated as
they are, to the earlier liberatory projects. Instead, we should
remember that as shape-changing empire endures, the need
to decolonize knowledge, or to deflate its colonial puffery,
never ends.

Postcolonial studies of the spread and refiguring of Euro-
pean science and biomedicine offer an antidote to the phar-
makon, the multivalent drug, of global flows and circulations,
which has proven so popular in the twenty-first century. Sadly,
consumption of hydraulic metaphors continues to exert
a soporific effect on scholars of the globalization of science.
Scientific knowledge and practice, if they no longer ‘diffuse’ out
from Europe, now seem to flow and circulate unimpeded
around the world, as in some alluring imperial fantasy. The
history of science once was proudly universal, latterly national
and social, sometimes comparative across nation states, but
now it is customary to explain the globalization of science,
technology, and medicine as a process of laminar flow. Post-
colonial approaches, though, can reveal the terrain that chan-
nels such circulation, showing the historical and political forms
and interactions, the systematic exclusions and inclusions that
make these flows turbulent. Globalization narratives tend to
produce ornamental differences, whereas postcolonial fram-
ings show how we perceive and deal with radical otherness. For
many decades, critical scholars in science studies have excelled
in situating scientific and biomedical knowledge and practice,
in putting them in their place – but how do we connect these
multiple sites? The imperial gaze sees smooth, inescapable
global flows; postcolonial critics instead see messy, uneven
politics and diverse, contending agents amid the historical
debris.

Postcolonial Genealogies and Antecedents

Postcolonial studies of science boast a complex genealogy,
including relations with South Asian subaltern studies, indig-
enous knowledge traditions, feminist standpoint theory, colo-
nial histories of science and medicine, and critiques of
development. The connections with formal postcolonial theory
are surprisingly sparse and feeble. While the cultural and
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textual analysis of Edward W. Said, Homi K. Bhabha, Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak, and others often has stimulated inquiry
and suggested key terms, its abstract style and narrow literary
scope restrict its appeal. Esoteric postcolonial theorists have
found it hard to light out into new territories. In contrast,
postcolonial scholars in science and technology studies,
drawing on different sources, have favored richly textured
historical and anthropological narratives – indeed, they are
notably inclined to combine historical and anthropological
approaches. Thus conventional criticisms (Thomas, 1994;
Cooper, 2005) of the obscuring abstractions of postcolonial
theorizing prove inapplicable and redundant in the case of
densely empirical postcolonial studies of science.

Starting in the 1980s, South Asian scholars and activists
have engaged in vigorous debate about the status and signifi-
cance of European science, technology, and medicine, viewing
the relations of imported practices with local knowledge
traditions through Gandhian and postcolonial framings.
Critics of European scientific dominance such as Ashis Nandy
(1988, 1995) and Shiv Visvanathan (1997) have valorized
Indian knowledge traditions and traced the diverse terrain of
scientific practice. For Gyan Prakash (1999: 7), colonial science
was ‘a sign of Indian modernity,’ translated and appropriated
by Hindu nationalists to advance their causes. These critics of
colonial and neo-colonial science and medicine render their
topic of inquiry far more heterogeneous, hybrid, and contested
than it seems in simple diffusionist accounts. Regardless of
claims for the transcendence or universalism of science, in
practice it appears to be doing specific political and cultural
work on the ground. Importantly, postcolonial studies of South
Asian science and medicine have expanded the range of what
constitutes science and who is recognized as a scientist. Like
their subaltern studies associates, critics of colonizing science
reorient Antonio Gramsci, perceiving European dominance
without hegemony.

In troubled, self-critical settler societies like Australia, New
Zealand (Aotearoa), and Canada – and less so in more
complacent ones like the United States – postcolonial
scholars have focused on the interactions of scientists and
indigenous people. With the Yolngu of eastern Arnhem Land,
Australia, Helen Verran (1998: 238) has described “the
politics waged over ontic/epistemic commitments,” whether
to science or traditional knowledge. Verran hopes for
a community that “shares imaginaries and articulates those
imaginaries as part of recognizing the myriad hybrid
assemblages with which we constitute our worlds” (1998:
238). Like other postcolonial critics, she appreciates the
messiness, contingency, and ineluctable heterogeneity of
knowledge practices (Watson-Verran and Turnbull, 1995;
Verran, 2002). Similarly, David Turnbull has studied the
“interactive, contingent assemblage of space and knowledge”
in diverse settings, arguing that “all knowledge traditions,
including Western technoscience, can be compared as forms
of local knowledge so that their differential power effects can
be compared but without privileging any of them
epistemologically” (Turnbull, 2000: 6; see also Chambers and
Gillespie, 2000). Exploration of the contact zones between
knowledge traditions has stimulated other efforts to multiply
the sites of knowledge making and to destabilize geopolitical
dominance. Such efforts include Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s

validation of indigenous research practices in Decolonising
Methodologies (1999) and Raewyn Connell’s (2007)
affirmation of “Southern theory” in the social sciences.

Since the 1990s, philosopher Sandra Harding (1998: 305)
has tried to ‘locate modern sciences on the more accurate
historical and geographical maps produced by the postcolonial
accounts.’ Relying more on feminist standpoint theory than on
any particular postcolonial doctrine, Harding imagines
a multicultural science that might one day encompass the
knowledge and experience of women and the peoples of the
Third World. She seeks to integrate indigenous science into
Western ‘ethnoscience’ and build support for autochthonous
Third World projects. Harding draws on historical studies of
imperial science and medicine, anthropological descriptions of
ethnoscience, criticism of development programs, and the
scholarship and activism of South Asian intellectuals, such as
Nandy, Susantha Goonatileke, and Vandana Shiva. Teetering
on the edge of essentialism, she wants to take up the stand-
points of non-European cultures in order to make a better
future. She laments the “persistence of legacies of male
supremacy and Eurocentrism in the work of even progressive
science and technology scholars” (Harding, 2008: 214). But
Harding’s framing of Western and other sciences is
surprisingly bipolar, with each pole representing an opposing
standpoint, eschewing heterogeneity and hybridity (Harding,
2011). Indeed, it is hard to envisage the twain ever meeting.

The critical anthropology of ‘development’ is another rich
source of postcolonial analysis of science, technology, and
medicine. To some extent, such analysis responds to Paul
Rabinow’s call to “anthropologize the West” – to show “how
exotic [the West’s] constitution of reality has been; emphasize
those domains most taken for granted as universal (this
includes epistemology and economics); make them seem as
historically peculiar as possible; show how their claims to
truth are linked to social practices and have hence become
effective forces in the world” (Rabinow, 1986: 241). In
Encountering Development, Arturo Escobar (1995: 19) thus
sought to investigate modernity “as a culturally and
historically specific phenomenon.” Akhil Gupta (1998: 20),
similarly, in his study of agricultural development in India,
has used a postcolonial framework to describe “hybrid
discourses and practices and to delineate the intertwining of
‘local’ practices with global and national projects of
development.” Like other postcolonial scholars, Gupta wants
to destabilize the “binaries of colonial and nationalist
thought in pointing to the imbrication of the Indigenous in
modernist discourse” (1998: 20). Other anthropologists of
development and technoscientific modernity, such as Stacy
Leigh Pigg (1997) and Chris J. Shepherd (2004), have helped
to foster the postcolonial analysis of science and medicine.

The emergence of postcolonial studies of science and
medicine is a particular manifestation of more general efforts,
gaining force in the 1990s, to decolonize knowledge, to make
visible subjugated practices and conjugated subjects. Thus
Walter D. Mignolo has pushed for the destabilizing of Occi-
dentalism through “border thinking,” which implies the
recognition and recuperation of the radical differences that
global translations attempt to obliterate. For Mignolo (2000:
x), “border thinking is more than a hybrid enunciation. It is a
fractured enunciation in dialogic situations with the territorial
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and hegemonic cosmology.” Border thinking functions as
a “machine for intellectual decolonization” (2000: 45). Simi-
larly, Fernando Coronil (1996) urged us to move beyond
Occidentalism in recreating our conjectures and methods. In
this sense, our theories about the world are catching up with, or
being co-opted by, the dispersive logic and multiple registers of
contemporary globalization.

Postcolonial Actors and Scientific Travels

During the past 40 years, we have sought to situate science,
technology, and medicine ever more securely and intricately in
time and place. No longer transcendent or universal, science
has come to appear as a series of complicated local accom-
plishments, the result of knotty social negotiations on site.
While scientists may think globally, they act locally. But how
do we connect the multitude of local case studies? “We need to
understand,” writes Steven Shapin (1998: 6–7), “not only how
knowledge is made in specific places but also how transactions
occur between places.”Having put the view from nowhere in its
place, how do we get from there to somewhere else? “If facts
depend so much on . local features, how do they work
elsewhere?” asks Simon Schaffer (1992: 23).

Actor-network theory (ANT) has provided one of the more
appealing explanations of how science travels and becomes
stable in various places. Originally, ANT was supposed to
demonstrate how a series of translations through a network
might keep science and technology invariant in different
settings. The extension of networks could fix facts, rendering
them as ‘immutable mobiles.’ Bruno Latour described how an
object becomes robust and stable through developing better
articulation with human and nonhuman actors. Society,
nature, and geography therefore are the outcomes, not the
causes, of these mobilizations, translations, and enrolments.
Polarities of center and periphery, global and local, make little
sense in these distributed networks. As Latour (1993: 117)
insisted, “even a longer network remains local at all points.”
But the local in early ANT often was a very abstract place,
a point where lines intersected, a location depleted of historical
and social specificity. Shapin (1998: 7) went so far as to criticize
the “militaristic and imperialistic language that is so charac-
teristic of Latour’s work.” It seems that ANT initially resembled
colonial discourse, not postcolonial critique. But later versions
of the theory emphasized the modification and adaptation of
objects and practices as they traveled – they suggested a less
orderly topology of science. In a study of the Zimbabwean
bush pump, Marianne De Laet and Annemarie Mol (2000)
show how the object shifted shape and meaning from one
village to the next, refiguring relations as it did so, all the
while remaining identifiably a bush pump. De Laet and Mol
recognize the displacement, transformation, and contestation
that occur when science and medicine travel, the proliferation
of hybridity and refashioning of identities and places that
happen with contact. Even so, they continue to express
reluctance to become too engaged with Africa, to take the
postcolonial turn.

Recently, Latour has positioned ANT alongside postcolonial
studies as ways of doing the anthropology of modernity. ANT,
he argues, is a means of localizing the ‘global,’ of recognizing

the connected locales where global scale making happens. Thus
“globalization circulates along miniscule rails resulting in some
glorified form of provincialism” (Latour, 2005: 190). Just as
postcolonial historian Dipesh Chakrabarty (2000) urged us to
provincialize Europe, Latour seeks to provincialize “global”
science. Additionally, Latour (2005: 204) wants to ‘redistribute’
what counts as local: “no place dominates enough to be global
and no place is self-contained enough to be local.” We should
concentrate on how forms of knowledge are translated from
site to site, how practices, people, and things move around,
adapt, become standardized, are seen as comparable and
commensurable. Latour’s postcolonial predicates become
evident when we substitute ‘empire’ for his deconstructed
‘society,’ or for the ‘global.’ Postcolonial criticism and ANT
both challenge claims of sovereignty, both situate scale
making, and both shift focus from structures of dominance
to patterns of interaction and connection. But Latour’s
absolute aversion to structure renders him unable to consider
power and inequality – he resists the thought that some
people and institutions have more power to shape
interactions and make connections than others. He provides
us with an implicitly postcolonial analysis, shorn of critique.
While Latour complains that critical studies of science too
often put the cart – filled with structures, contexts, and
histories – before the horse, in his vision the cart disappears,
leaving nothing but the unburdened horse.

Postcolonial Technoscience

In the late 1990s, a number of historians of science and medi-
cine, stimulated by new critical and heterogeneous imperial
histories, came to embrace a postcolonial thought style, not
only in their historical analysis, but also in explaining the
dispositions of our contemporary science, technology, and
medicine (Anderson, 1998, 2004). In effect, this meant thinking
more anthropologically, working athwart conventional Euro-
pean trajectories. These postcolonial scholars regularly issued
manifestos and other programmatic statements. They arranged
workshops and special symposia within meetings of organiza-
tions like the Society for Social Studies of Science and the
American Anthropological Association. When introducing
a postcolonial thought style to science studies, they also were
seeking to expand the scope of postcolonial studies, to add
science and medicine to its usual literary repertoire.

In 2002, Gabrielle Hecht and I edited a special double
issue of Social Studies of Science (32: 5–6), with the ambiguous
title, “Postcolonial Technoscience.” In the introduction, I
wrote:

A postcolonial perspective suggests fresh ways to study the changing
political economies of capitalism and science, the mutual reorgani-
zation of the global and the local, the increasing transnational traffic
of people, practices, technologies, and contemporary contests over
‘intellectual property’.We hope that a closer engagement of science
studies with postcolonial studies will allow us to question tech-
noscience differently, find more heterogeneous sources, and reveal
more fully the patterns of local transactions that give rise to global, or
universalist, claims.

(Anderson, 2002: 643)
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The assembled articles, which addressed African nuclearity,
Aboriginal fire regimes, Guiana space research, and American
biosecurity fears, advanced our knowledge of “the localness of
technoscientific networks, the situated production of ‘globality’,
the transnational process of displacement and reconfiguration,
the fragmentation and hybridity of technoscience” (Anderson,
2002: 651). Before long, the journal Science and Culture (14: 2,
2005) also offered a special issue on postcolonial studies of
science (see the introduction by McNeill, 2005).

Some scholars suspected the politics of this enterprise,
fearing that it might be harnessed to emerging nativist and
nationalist knowledge claims. Itty Abraham, for example, sup-
ported postcolonial approaches that aim to “understand both
the situatedness of local knowledge practices [and] their
movement through space” (Abraham, 2006: 210). But he was
concerned when the postcolonial was identified as a “site for
understanding the clash of knowledges and the formation of
alternative modernities.” The rise of Hindu nationalism made
him worried that “when the postcolonial is linked to a fixed site
of irreducible knowledge claims, it articulates an ontology that
ties knowledge to a location as a singular and essential quality
of space” (Abraham, 2006: 210). Postcolonial scholars might
end up as fellow travelers with the nationalists who assert their
own special modernity. Abraham’s warnings perhaps were most
pertinent to those postcolonial theorists who tend to essen-
tialize ethnosciences or discern place-specific ‘standpoints.’ Even
so, scholars like Helen Verran, in her engagement with the
Yolngu people in Australia, may argue that essentialized
Indigenous knowledge performs a different politics in the
settler society, where it operates as a decolonizing strategy, not
a nationalist one. Although South Asia has been the modal
site for postcolonial thinking, there may be times when we
need to provincialize India in the postcolonial analysis of
other sites.

When Vincanne Adams and I next surveyed postcolonial
studies of science, we chose, somewhat quixotically, to make
particular recourse to Said’s ‘traveling theory,’ his advocacy of
a critical spatial consciousness, recognizing the territorial
entanglements of Western cultural forms with others. As the
imperial project is taken apart, or heard as contrapuntal, “its
incorporative, universalizing, and totalizing codes [are]
rendered ineffective and inapplicable” (Said, 1983: 29). Adams
and I believed:

This requires a multiplication of the sites of technoscience, revealing
and acknowledging hidden geographical notations and power rela-
tions, and further study of the mechanisms and forms of travel
between sites. It means we have to be sensitive to dislocation, trans-
formation, and resistance; to the proliferation of partially purified and
hybrid forms and identities; to the contestation and negotiation of
boundaries; and to recognizing that practices of science are always
multi-sited.

(Anderson and Adams, 2008: 183–184)

Although by this stage such statements may have become
redundant, we went on to claim that postcolonial analysis
offers a “flexible and contingent framework for understanding
contact zones of all sorts, for tracking messy translations
and transactions that take place between different cultures and
social positions, including between different laboratories and

disciplines even within Western Europe and North America”
(Anderson and Adams, 2008: 184). That is, the postcolonial is
not limited to former empires, but is available as a means of
deconstructing any claims to sovereignty, including the
scientific and medical ones asserted along North Atlantic
shores. Peter Galison provides a vivid example of this meth-
odological amplitude when he draws on postcolonial Pacific
anthropology to describe the ‘wordless pidgins’ and ‘wordless
creoles’ that allow communication between theorists, experi-
mentalists, and instrumentalists in the ‘trading zones’ of Big
Science in the United States – an analogy that recasts the
epistemic privilege often assigned to theory in physics
(Galison, 1997: 463–464).

Aside from various manifestos, and often indifferent to
them, good work in postcolonial studies of science and medi-
cine has proceeded apace. In view of the profusion of post-
colonial inquiries, it is perhaps invidious, though necessary, to
select a few recent examples. In Being Nuclear, Hecht (2012)
displaces the standard geopolitics of things ‘nuclear,’ making
Africa central to this science and industry, and thereby reshaping
the ‘global’ nuclear order (see also Hecht, 2002, 2011). Claire
Wendland (2010, 2012) examines medical training in Malawi,
recasting Africa as a site of knowledge making and intellectual
hybridity, not just of lack and inadequacy. In a provocative
study, Johanna Crane (2013) shows how African suffering and
structural inequalities permit the development of ‘global health’
research and other neo-colonial biomedical projects, which
marginalize and discount local expertise. Gabriela Soto
Laveaga (2009) puts Mexican campesiños, formerly invisible
to historians, into the story of the development of the
contraceptive pill, taking seriously their own scientific claims,
and tracing how involvement in science changed their sense
of themselves and their place in the world. In a series of
articles, Amit Prasad (2005, 2006) maps the postcolonial
trajectories of magnetic resonance imaging technology in
India and the United States, revealing transnational shape
shifting, the concatenation of epistemes and methods, in
modern technoscience (see also Prasad, 2008). My own book
on the transnational investigation of the brain disease kuru,
The Collectors of Lost Souls (Anderson, 2008), also exemplifies
the postcolonial study of technoscience. Applying insights
from Melanesian anthropology to explain the complex
exchange relations between scientists, local people, and other
scientists, Lost Souls traces modern kula rings and other long-
distance trade partnerships, casts scientists as sorcerers, and
lets isolated ‘primitives’ speak as cosmopolitan figures. In it, I
treat “ostensibly global science as though it were assembled
out of a set of rather peculiar local achievements” (Anderson,
2008: 7). Such studies – a small sample of those available –

are among the salients in the field, holding out against the
sovereign ‘global flows,’ which prove so alluring yet so facile.

Conclusion

Postcolonial approaches in science studies allow for a recog-
nition of the patchy decolonizing of scientific production
and medical practice, a process occurring gradually for more
than 100 years, and greatly amplified in the past 20 years.
This style of analysis takes on the heterogeneity and hybridity
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that finds expression in any contact zone, but it does so aware
of the persistent or recursive colonial inequalities and
exclusions that shape these situated interactions. Post-
colonial scholars and activists seek to render more turbulent
the supposedly laminar global flows, to deconstruct and
impede grandiose claims to sovereignty and hegemony.
Therefore they examine critically the multiple local sites
where scale making and translation take place in science, and
trace the connections and the ruptures between such places,
across a rugged terrain.

And yet, it could be said that the imperatives and methods
of science studies themselves have remained almost
untouched by postcolonial critique. Escobar argues that the
postcolonial ‘crisis’ in our representation of modernity calls
for “new theories and research strategies; the crisis is a real
conjunctural moment in the reconstruction of the connection
between truth and reality, between words and things, one that
demands new practices of seeing, knowing, and being”
(Escobar, 1995: 223). Can science studies participate in post-
colonial analysis without changing its methods? Is it business
as usual over a bigger geographical range and with a larger cast
of actors? In becoming postcolonial, how might science
studies be transformed? What, for example, would making
“Asia as method” (Anderson, 2012) entail for the sort of
questions we ask of science, medicine, and technology – and
for how we might answer them? Conventional historical and
anthropological studies probably are inadequate for the task.
We are waiting for the new generation of scholars and
activists, who will show us what the postcolonial studies of
science might become.
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Development: Social-Anthropological Aspects; Global South;
Health: Anthropological Aspects; Indigeneity; Integration and
Multiculturalism: Focus on Western Europe; Latour, Bruno
(1947–); Medical Sociology; Postcoloniality; Science and
Development; Science and Technology, Anthropology of;
Standpoint Theory, in Science.
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